Juvenile Delinquency Training (21-hours)

Juvenile Delinquency Mediation Training is a 21-hour course providing participants the skills, knowledge, and understanding of alternative methods in dealing with first time offenders and complainants (victims) to reach a resolution.

This course will cover issues related to the juvenile offender such as child development, alcohol and drugs, youth diversity, cultural awareness, and a myriad of other issues. The course will cover the comprehensive legal facts working with juveniles and the ethical aspects working with juveniles in a mediation setting.

Cost: $750.00

When: March 16-18, 2017 from 8:30am—4:30pm

Where: Kennesaw State University 365 Cobb Avenue NW
Math & Statistics Building Rm. 246 Kennesaw, GA 30144

Prerequisite to Training:
40-hour General Mediation Training
Registered with the Georgia Office of Dispute Resolution

Registration: http://conflict.hss.kennesaw.edu/training/

Contact: Ellen Lahtinen /elahtine@kennesaw.edu / (470) 578-6115